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I also asked a few players that played during the first years of WC3 on what they thought their top 10s were. For example, Azeroth Wars has had
a very strong following across various forums, youtube channels, and twitch streams. You can also add 2 Orbs to the items that have at least 2
Empty Slots of the Same type to get an increased bonus for that attribute. Upadaro TD - TD 83. However, since we're on Hive, more people
would know Hive maps rather others, but I made sure not to overcompensate for our users. Battle Stadium DON - AoS, Anime 28. Maiden's
Cura mana cost is increased. Lordaeron the Aftermath - Strategy 72. X-Hero Siege - Hero Defense 12. The map abides to all rules on the hive, it
works in-game and, though not completely finished, it's perfectly playable. Coming of the Horde - Strategy 57.

Nex Hero Defense v1.3
An example is the absence of autorevival system and the addition of special Resurrecting abilities, which makes players depend one on another.
Funny waves and abilities can be found, but harmonically linked to a balanced difficulty. Realistic Equipment, meaning that close-combat heroes
can only use close-combat weapons and only one armor e. As the time passes playing, your character changes and gains improved abilities, the so
called Class Change. When you reach a certain level you choose the class that suits you best and reset back to level one. This map is basically a
fast-paced Hero Defense that through the correct selection of skills can be less intense. So You Can Choose if you want to be jumpy all the time
or sit back while your hero does everything by himself. Of course, skills that require the player's interaction are more effective than passive ones.
Hero Replacement System If you need details PM me. Spawn System I based my system on the tutorial and modified it into a Simple Creep
Spawn System. The tutorial referred here is made by. You can also add 2 Orbs to the items that have at least 2 Empty Slots of the Same type to
get an increased bonus for that attribute. Got ideas from here and there but I basically did it on my own, seemed much simpler. Item Drop System
Each Creep that dies gives a 5% chance to drop an item. In this map you do NOT revive automatically with exception the Living Statue's Spell,
with 10 minutes cooldown , instead a grave is spawned at the point you died. That grave points out a hope of resurrection either by a Healer, or by
the Living Statue Base Structure. I made the map to be easier when playing with more players, so don't be so impatient! Info - Contact Info: EMAIL Str4tegyMaster gmail. X for the Swiftness Robe and Protect icons. Special Thanks to Army-of-Pandas for the Elemental Bow Icon Pack!
By Rao Dao Zao's Tutorial Created a system for Resurrecting a hero with priority. Replaced Living Statue's Life ability Created a system giving a
5% chance for creeps to drop an item! Healer's Regen was greatly improved. Decreased every hero's in second class HP Regeneration by 5
times. Decreased the bonus HP Regeneration gained with each strength point by 0. Except Speed HP Potion Removed Defensive and Offensive
Illusions from the Pot Shop. Fixed Disabled Hiberna's icon. Further increased difficulty for the last boss. Camera now centers at the hero's position
upon revival. Fixed some minor text mistakes and tooltips. Fixed a bug which occurs when the game ends by Defeat. Now Kills and Citizen
Deaths are shown at the end of the game. Added a minute before the game ends after Defeat. Added a shadow to the Graves. Fixed Antidotes
and Hiberna. Fixed a few text mistakes. Fixed a few Bugs. Made a few Minor changes. Slightly reduced the Base XP Gain. Increased Undead
towers' effectiveness. Improved Spawn System and Fixed some creeps Stopping after stunned. Spawn System Got from a random post By
MortAr- Increased Gold returned when selling an Item to 98%! Samurai's HP and Strength has been reduced. Knight's Casting animation has
been reduced, so Deadly Strike won't animate like an attack. Increased the effectiveness of each Full Customized Armor. Rearranged some items
at Panda Shop. Replaced the Shopper icons. Added ' -Shops ' command. Replaced the Tavern with Armorsmith. Added some time for players
before Victory. Fixed some possible abuses. Restored the old Move Speed Bonus of Boots and Wind's Bow. When a Player dies he gets an
informing message. Added the Level reference in each unit of every wave. Replaced some Standards in Game Interface. Added a message when
picking Second Class Heroes that reveals the specialty of the picked Hero. Maiden's Cura mana cost is increased. Wizard's spell damage has
been increased I hope he's balanced now. Elementalist's damage has been increased and cooldown has been decreased I hope he's not boring
now. Summoner's Beleth bug fixed. Increased Move Speed Bonus for Boots and Wind's Bow. Increased Last Boss' Life Regeneration, added
Splash Attack and moved the mana nullification to after wave 39 ends. Modified the F9 Menu. Made a slight change regarding Pathing behind the
bridge. Created the missing 2 heroes, Executioner and Stealth Assassin. Created and added a custom loading screen. Placed more objects and
heroes in the City. Changed the Visibility and applied Black Mask. Created abilities for each Shopper that increase levels with every hero's Class
advancement. Created abilities for the Summoner's Summons, improved their bonus gains and added an ability that explains how Summoner
works. Created a Pot Shop in the City. Corrected a few descriptive mistakes. Removed Peasants, created and placed Citizens carefully in the city.
Removed some personal testing triggers to lighten up the map. I'm sorry, for the changelog of this version is incomplete This is like the half of what
I did.. Reason: I lost most data due to a world editor bug. Increased Cold's Movement and Attack speed reduction. Modified Golems to be

mechanical. The summoner seemed strange, since levelling up seriously doesn't matter at all, the terrain isn't good and I couldn't find the potion
shop which seemed necessary for the antidotes. The map abides to all rules on the hive, it works in-game and, though not completely finished, it's
perfectly playable. I present the abilities and their use to the player 5 levels earlier so he can choose wisely. Not only Wizard's magic! Second it
pops up sayin your choices for what class you can pick at lvl 20 but you dont get to pick until 20! I think items are way to expensive for not doing
a whole lot. Edit Sry didnt see your post on page 2!

Mods - Warcraft III: Frozen Throne
Glory of the Horde - Strategy 97. Placed more objects and heroes in the City. Daemonic Sword ORPG - RPG 78. Are You a Lucker? X-Hero
Siege - Hero Defense 12. FUN 2013-06-18 18:51:02 Azzy +1 2013-06-18 13:57:19 warcraft darkness rising +4 2013-06-18 13:37:21 Troll
and Elves 2013-06-16 21:49:15 Coming of the Horde +4!!! Eras Zombies - Strategy 82. Maiden's Cura mana cost is increased. That grave
points out a hope of resurrection either by a Healer, or by the Living Statue Base Structure. Line Tower Wars - TD 10. RMK +1 2016-04-06
21:00:58 Custom Hero Survival! I'd wager that almost any DnD or SotDRP-like roleplay map are far better in terms of content, terrain, and
functionality. Kodo Tag - Tag 44. Hero Push - AoS 63. Lazerus TD - TD 89.

Warcraft 3 frozen throne hero defense map pack - Top 100 Most Popular Warcraft 3 Maps
Heck, even those Europa Roleplay maps too lol. So yes, this part is mostly subjective, but in my opinion the most important source of
measurement in what was played online, is to take a look at the whole Battle. For example, Burbenog is really high on the ENT list because it's
popular of course, but it has the advantage of starting with 4 players. Pimp My Peon - Minigame 36. JOIN FAST 2014-05-06 17:38:20 Hero
Push Join Fast. From what I see, only DotA and Legion TD a bigger dedicated kind of following.

Top 100 Most Popular Warcraft 3 Maps
Hive Workshop most downloaded Epic War most downloaded I had a makemehost host count list somewhere. TKoK - Eastern Kingdom - RPG
68. Rearranged some items at Panda Shop.

Upadaro TD - TD 83. Hero Push - AoS 63. Founders of the North - Survival, Misc 70. The most popular and most played maps of Warcraft.
Twilight's Eve ORPG - RPG 37. But it did take quite a lot more hours nerding around than I thought it would. But this time, it isn't about them. In
this map you do NOT revive automatically with exception the Living Statue's Spell, with 10 minutes cooldowninstead a grave is spawned at the
point you died. Protect the House - Hero Defense 80. Kodo Tag - Tag 44. Tech Wars - Offense 34.

